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0. Introduction
There ie a body of literature describing formal methods which have been or
are being developed. to support the design and development of various "real-
time"' systems, We are referring here, more specifically, to systems which
operate in real-time computation/control/communication environments where
timeliness is a principal requirement, (Excluded, theretore, are so-called "on-
line" environments such. as airline- reservations and inventory control where
timing demands are less severe.) In addition. to timeliness, these systems must
typically satisfy other needs thaC are characteristic of avionic and control
applications, e,g., needs for fault-tolerance, degradable performance, distri-
buted architectures, and concurrent (parallel) execution of kasks. Accordingly,
many design and validation problems precipitated by these needs are common,
In varying degrees and farms, to a variety of real-time systems, Along with
avionic systems, these include other vehicle control systems (tor spacecraft,
trains, etc.), telephone switching systems, power distribution systems,
computer. /communication. networks, manufacturing process control systems,
computer operating system;:r, and parallel programs,
With respect. to these various. types of real-time systems, the development
of formal design and validation methods (with the exception of formal evalua-
tion methods) has beets pursued, most actively, in the context of computer
operating systems and parallel programs, Although such systems are consider-
ably less complex than a fully :integrated avionic system, we believe this activity
is representative of approaches that must be taken in the avionic system con-
text. In particular, we are referring here to work on iarmal specifications,
design languages, verification, and testing,.
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`= '	 This report contains the results. of a iterature survey designed to classify
current literature an formal methods that mi ht be meanin full ex lofted inr	 g	 g y P
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the specification, design, and validatian of avionic systems ( "here. validatian
includes verification, testing sad evaluation). The specific tlterature searched
includes journal papers, conference papers, and technical reports published.
during the last five yens (beginning in 1977). The articles are classified
according to five ^.opic areas;. specification, design, verification,. testing and.
evaluation. Because the survey was completed in September 1991, no citations
appearing after that date are included in the resulting bibliography,
Two search modes were Pmployed; a manual search of the major journals
and con [erence proceedings dealing with these areas, and a computer search
using automatic information retrieval services that exist at The University of
Michigan. Among the sources consulted for the manual search were IEEE Tran-
sactaons on Computers, IEEE Transactions on Software Engineertn9, IE^"E
7'ransactio^cs on Reliabtilzty, Journal of the AC,1N, Communicatdons of the ACS,
Proceeditegs o, f the Jreternatio -re,al Sytnposur►o osi Fault Totera^nt Com.^ut^,np, and
the bibliographies associated with the relevant articles in those sources, 1Nhere
possible, the bibliographies of the articles referred to by the first set of articles
were consulted, and the process was iterated. The automatic search was per-
formed using yae [acilities of Dialog Intorrnations Services, Inc, of Palo Alto, CA.
The specific data bases accessed were INSPEC [ 1977 to present] (The Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers) and COMPENDEX [1971. to present] (Engineering
Index, Inc.), Keywords used were
#:
specification
verification
testing
design
implementation
stochastic
formal
rnathemati,cal
theoretical.
petri net
abstrac t data type
initial algebra
data abstraction
Citations having at least one keyword from each of column 1 and column 2 were
sa. ^a	 s, v^^^
tingged. In same cases, many citations were found for one of the above combi-
nations; additional wards were then. used. to narrow the number aC hitar. These
wards included "tap down", °bottom. up", "hierarchical", end "parallel."
The report is divid^a into five sections, corresponding to the Live topic
areas: specification, desiq;n, veriticatinn, testing, and evaluation. ^iblioaraphlc
.w	
entries. are listed according to the topics) they apply to. Hence, it an article
t relates (appreciably) to more then one topic, its reference is listed. in each.
applicable section, Also, entriQS are listed first ^y year at publication, and then
within the yens, alphabetically by the primary author's last name.
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platnantatian of vertiable programs,", pp, 1-1Q, March 1977,
[2] E. R, Anderson, F, C. Belx, and E, K. Blum, " ]sauce in the farntal
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NH, Canada, Aua. 1977, pp, 1-30,
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[17j D, L, Parnas, "The use of preci9e speciticatiuns in the development of
software," in Proc, Int. Fad, Inform, F^rocesxing Congr,, 1977.=
[18], J. 1,, Peterson,. ""b^'etrl nets,'` ACJt[ Computing Surveys, vol, 9, pp. 223-
252, Sept, 1977.
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menu of complex real-time systems," HERE-R8802, Ukaea, Harwell,
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[22] G, Y Ramamoorthy and N. M, So, "Survey of principles and. tech-
niques of software requirements and specttications," in Software Ern.-
gingering fiachniquas; State of the .Art ,Report, 1977, pp, 285-318,
[23) W, E, Riddle, "Abstract monitor types," Dep,. Comput, 5ci, Univ,
Colorado at Boulder, Boulder, RSSM141, Nov, 1977.
[24^ W, E, Riddle, "Abstract process types," Dep. Gomput, Sci, llniv,
Colorado at Boulder, Boulder, RSSM /42, Nov, 1x77.
[25] W, E. Riddle,. "Hierarchical description of software system struc-
lure," Dep, Comput. 5cL Unly, Coloreds at Boulder, Boulder,
RSSM/h0, Oct, 1977.
[28J J. Sitalcis, ".Structural properties of Petri nets," Lab, ass. C,N,R,S,, no,
7, R,R, no, 102, Grenoble, France, Dec, 1977.
[27^ M, Wand, "Algebraic theories and. tree rewriting systems," Technical
Report No. 68, Comp, 5c, Dept,, Indiana Unix„ July 1977,
[28) M, Wand, "Final. algebra semantics and data type extensions," India-
na University, Camp, Sci, Dept, Technical RFlpart No 65, July 1977,
[28^ J. Wileden, "Behavior speci[ication in a salt ware design system," Dep.
Computer and. Communications Sciences, Univ. Michigan, Ann Arbor,
RSSM/43, Nov, 1,.977,
[30] J. R, Abrial, "A specification language,"' in Prot, Int, Conf, ^athemat-
icaL Studies of Information Procs^ssing, Kyoto, :Japan, Aug, 1878.
[31^ R, Balzer ., N, Goldman, and D. Wile, "In[ormality in program spec^ica-
taons," IEEE Trans, Software Engineering, vat, SE-4, pp, 94-101,.
March 1978,
[32] F. L. Bauer, M, Broy, W, Hesse.,. B. Krieg-Bruckner,. H, Partsch, P,
Pepper, and N, Wossner, "'towards a wade spectrum language to sup-
port program. s ecification and program development," SICP4AN No-
tires, vol, 13(12, pp, 15-24, 1974,
[33] William R, Bezanson, "Reliable software through requirements detini-
lion using data abstractions," JNicroelectro^n. Re[iab, vol, 17, no. 1,
Jan, 1978,
[34] M. Broy, R, Gnatz, and M. Wirsicig, "Problem speciticatlon -- a basis
for program development," in 1^orkshop on Reliable Software, Bonn,
Germany, Sept, 1978, pp. 235-248,
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320, Aug 1978,
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e	 vet's, voL 10, pp. 84-85, March 1978,
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Cutts, NJ: Prentice-Hall, ,1978,. pp. 80-79, (An expanded version at a
`	 paper which appeared in Proc. ,2nd Int, Gbnf, o^n Software Eng„ San
Francisco, CA, Oct, 1,976,).
{49] J. V, Guttag and J, J, Horning., "Thc^ algebraic specification of abstract
^-	 data types," in Programming Methodology, A Collection of Articles by
^leTn.bers of I,F'IP. WG,^-3, 1978, pp. 282-308.
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1.978.
[58] Z, Manna and R, Waldinger, "Is 'sometimes' sometimes better than
'always'? lntermittent assertions in proving program correctness,."
Gb+nm, ACM, vol, 21, pp. 1.59 -172, 1978,
[S7] Z. Manna and R. Waldinger, "The logic a[ computer programming,"
IEEE ?'rams, Software Engineering, 1978.
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Sci, and Systems, Jahn Hopkins Unv., Baltimore, ?Uil?, March 1978..
[69] G. A. Milne, "A mathematical model of concurrent computation,"
Ph.D, thesis, t^niv, at Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland, 1978.
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[82] A. C. Shaw, "Software descriptions. with flow expressions," IEEE
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[63] J. Staunstrup, "Specification, verification, and implementation of
concurrent programs," Dept. Comput, Sci., Univ, Southern.. California,
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[64] P. A, Subrahmanyarn, "4n a finite axiamatization of the data type L,"
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[65] J. W, Thatcher, E, G. Wagner, and J. B. Wright,. "Data type specifica-
tion; Parameterization and the power of specification techniquesc,"
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[BB] James W, Thatcher, Eric G. Wagner, and Jesse B. Wright, "Data type
specification; Parameterization and the power of specification tech
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